
Migrate to
Atlassian Cloud 
with Confidence

Forty8Fifty Labs has developed a proven process and methodology for 

migrating to Atlassian Cloud with seamless efficiency. As an Atlassian 

Enterprise Platinum Solution Partner, we’ll help you along your cloud 

migration journey with best practices to assess, plan and execute your 

cloud migration while minimizing business impact. Make the move with 

confidence, utilizing a established approach that will accelerate your 

journey to the cloud. 

forty8fiftylabs.com



MIGRATION ASSESSMENTS
Reduce Migration Risk with Proven Project Scoping. 
At Forty8Fifty Labs, we have instituted an iterative approach to our migration services by decoupling the 
assessment from the migration. By offering assessments separate from migration services we reduce the risk 
of improperly scoping your migration effort, identifying potential obstacles, pinpointing decision criteria and 
setting clear expectations so migrations are more concise and accurate - day one. 

MIGRATION PLANNING
Better Understand Your Automated Tools. 
Automated migration tools from Atlassian can make your journey easier, but they won’t completely replace 
manual efforts. Forty8Fifty Labs’ migration planning services will help you know what items automated tools 
will and won’t address, so you can plan your move with the visibility needed for success. 

MIGRATION TESTING
Test Before Production Environments are Impacted. 
Forty8Fifty Labs will expertly test your migration in a non-production environment so that unexpected errors 
don’t impact the instances that power your business. We’ll create a cloud test environment that is insulated 
from your production platform to ensure that your Atlassian stack is operating flawlessly prior to cutover.

MIGRATION AUDITING
Know Your Data Before its Moved.
At Forty8Fifty Labs we’ll dig into your data with a rigorous auditing process to help you better understand its 
value. With a thorough examination of data that is in your on-prem environment, you can better understand 
what should be moved, kept in place or archived to make you migration more clean and efficient. 

THIRD-PARTY APP ASSESSMENTS
Validate App Usefulness Before You Migrate.
Not all third-party apps used for your on-prem environment should move to the cloud. They may overlap 
with other apps, aren’t fully supported in the cloud or simply aren’t being used. Forty8Fifty Labs will help you 
analyze and prioritize your apps so you can optimize your cloud utilization and make the most of your cloud 
instance. 

CLOUD READINESS TRAINING AND CONSULTING 
Empower Your Team to Operate Effectively in the Cloud.
Moving to Atlassian Cloud means life may be a bit different for your teams. While Atlassian instances in the 
cloud deliver greater simplicity, economy and flexibility, they can also behave a bit differently than when 
on-prem. From the API set to server maintenance to log access capabilities, Forty8Fifty Labs will help ensure 
your staff is ready to operate with success in the cloud. 
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ABOUT US

Forty8Fifty Labs is an expert in designing agile collaboration, lean IT Service Management (ITSM), and DevOps 
solutions that empower teams to innovate and operate at the velocity of business. We work to help organizations 
team better across silos, deliver software faster, secure environments more reliably, and migrate development 
to the cloud with confidence. Leveraging over 16 years of engagements with more than 1,000 mid-size and 
enterprise customers, Forty8Fifty Labs is the go-to resource for cross-team software innovation. 

At Forty8Fifty Labs we help you team better, deliver faster, and secure earlier across your complete development 
lifecycle. Let’s start a conversation to accelerate your business innovation. 

info@forty8fiftylabs.com | www.forty8fiftylabs.com | 678-990-1593 


